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Possessive pronouns show ownership. Some possessive pronouns are used before nouns. Other 
possessive pronouns stand alone.
  Possessive Pronoun    Used Before a Noun    Used by Itself
     my, mine                            This is my bowl.                  This bowl is mine
     your, yours                 This is your bowl.       This bowl is yours.
     her, hers                            This is her bowl.                  This bowl is hers.
     his                                       This is his bowl.                  This bowl is his.
     its                                       This is its bowl. 
     our, ours                            This is our bowl.                   This bowl is ours.
     their, theirs                 This is their bowl.        This bowl is theirs.

Bold the possessive pronouns in each sentence.

 1. Bruce brought our boxes into his kitchen.  

2. “My dishes will be different than yours,” I pointed out.  

3. “I will take the dishes that are mine to my house later,” I said.  

4. “Your friend has some plates like mine,” he told me.  

5. “Let’s open this box of ours and see its contents.”  

6. “Are these bowls mine, or are they yours?”  

7. Mom removed her teacups and some other things of hers.  

8. She loved their pattern and its bright colors.  

9. Bruce unpacked our dishes.  

10. He stopped to admire my favorite pitcher.  

11. “This is yours,” he said.  

12. Our grandparents left us many of their things.
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